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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TODAY’S CYBERSECURITY NEWS IS FILLED WITH STORIES OF ATTACKS.

According to NIST, in 2019 more than 17,000 common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVEs) were reported. That’s nearly 
50 new vulnerabilities per day on average. “Combined with security misconfiguration due to human error, such as users 
clicking on links or surrendering login credentials to social engineering and phishing attacks, and you can see why it’s 
virtually impossible to stop every attack.” according to Rohit Dhamankar – VP of Threat Intelligence at Alert Logic

A SIEM is a powerful platform that requires continuous security content development, making it a good choice for Managed 
Security Service Providers and large enterprises with dedicated SIEM content developers.  For most enterprises with more 
limited security resources, SIEMs either fail to detect the most common and damaging attack vectors, cost too much to 
maintain, take too long to show value or all three.

IT’S BUSINESS-AS-USUAL FOR HACKERS.

There are two realities for security practitioners: You can’t secure what you 
can’t see and no amount of prevention will make you 100% secure. The 
defining characteristic of Managed Detection and Response (MDR) is its focus 
on delivering a meaningful security outcome to ease both of these concerns 
- through maximum visibility and the capability to detect and respond to 
threats, minimizing the impact of vulnerabilities, configuration issues, and 
attacks.

The term “boom” is used to describe the moment of breach, the moment when an attack succeeds. Solutions that only 
detect and respond to threats and vulnerabilities are considered “left of boom” or LoB.  Solutions that only detect and 
respond to attacks after they succeed are called “right of boom” or RoB.  Currently, most vendors focus on only one: “left 
of boom” or “right of boom.” 
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Experience shows that a lack of attention and effort on both fails to provide the kind of protection that organizations need. 
In order to achieve that desired security outcome, effective MDR must first detect and respond to the gaps, vulnerabilities, 
and threats that can appear before attacks, but also detect and respond to attacks as they happen. Only with an end-to-
end Managed Detection and Response (MDR) solution, like those provided by Alert Logic, can you continue your business-
as-usual.

Cybersecurity is about reducing risk to improve security posture. At Alert Logic, we believe that in order to do this it’s 
important to broadly share the findings of our team of threat researchers, data scientists, and security professionals. 

Alert Logic has been protecting our customers for almost 20 years. Our Security Operations Center (SOC) protects roughly 
4000 customers, and they are the source of the insights and charts included in this report.  We invite you to learn more 
about some of the trends and changes that our SOC has uncovered throughout the past year in this Cybersecurity Brief.

Data cited in this report, unless otherwise noted, comes from Alert Logic SOC data.  Comparison data for 2019 and 2020 
reflects a date range of January 1 through May 31 of each year.
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CONSTANT - EVENTS

The total number of Events reported (adjusting for increases in number of customers) 
remained statistically flat between 2019 and 2020 - approximately 75,000,000.  What 
we do see is attackers changing their methods and a switch towards vulnerability of 
applications and remote devices.

CHANGE - THE SHIFTING WORKFORCE

Securing corporate systems and devices is difficult at best within a traditional 
enterprise network. Enterprises have typically had complete control over most of 
their endpoints because of their static physical locations. Workers who typically 
were remote (sales, on-site services, etc.) made up a small percentage of endpoints 
and traditional VPNs and management practices provided an acceptable solution.

With the shift to a remote workforce (whether short- or long-term), endpoints can be 
on any network outside of enterprise control. This means a monumental shift for IT 
who must ensure current patches and secure configuration of endpoints which are 
not guaranteed to be accessible or are on lower-bandwidth connections.

“It’s important to understand that nothing much has changed for attackers. The way 
we live our lives and the way companies conduct business day-to-day has shifted 
dramatically in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Some of the changes expose 
organizations to new or greater risks, and attackers are always looking for ways to 
exploit chaos and change.“ – Tom Gorup, VP Security and Support Operations at 
Alert Logic

CONSTANTS AND CHANGES IN THE THREAT LANDSCAPE
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More agent-based endpoint protection tooling alone isn’t the answer. According to 451 Research “Voice of the Enterprise”, 
the number of endpoint security products fell from 3 to 2.6 over the last two years. The same data shows that 62% of 
respondents report no new endpoint security products implemented in the previous 12 months. Automation using an 
extensive knowledge base coupled with experienced SOC Analysts and Threat Researchers is the only answer.

Finally, how much management will be tolerated by employees on personal devices and networks? Without a clear 
management and protection implementation, these new “corporate offices” will constantly prove to be an enticing target 
for attackers.

CHANGE - NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE BECOMES MORE BRITTLE

It’s more important than ever to control and monitor network ingress and egress given the number of devices that could 
access corporate assets because of the increasing move to remote work.

The biggest concern may be the local networks to which these corporate endpoints are connected. 

At the most basic level, home Wi-Fi Access Points (WAP’s) are likely not be configured safely.

• How many of your neighbors’ WAP’s can you see and/or connect to? 

• When did you last update your own WAP with the latest firmware?

• Is encryption configured correctly? 

• Is the firewall configured appropriately?

Enterprises are having difficulties keeping their own infrastructure updated when a critical vulnerability is revealed. 
Assuming that home networks are configured strongly enough to do more than prevent neighbors from eavesdropping on 
local connections is unwise. 

Use of virtual private networks (VPNs) reduces risk, but many companies’ VPN capacity is already strained due to the shift 
from centralized to remote employees. Endpoints connected via VPN are no longer physically segregated, and often are 
on a flatter network with less VLAN/SDN separation – thus allowing more lateral movement by an intruder.

Within the home network, enterprises can’t control the plethora of devices which connect to consumer services (each with 
its own protections and controls). These devices could connect with systems in the enterprise, potentially creating a breach. 
Think of the possibilities if hackers were able to initiate an attack from a 3rd party service, through the home network, and 
then into the corporate network over VPN.
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There are also monitoring considerations. Stopping intrusion into (and then lateral movement within) the corporate 
environment has become even more problematic. Most security operations centers (SOCs) are not equipped tool or 
process-wise to monitor activity from extraneous devices that typically are not seen. How do you determine what to ignore 
and what needs action? 

Alert Logic provides Firewall Analytics (FWA), which ingests logs and generate security incidents from the industry’s leading 
firewall providers. FWA uncovers multiple incident types including connections to blacklisted IPs and bad ASNs, remote 
connection application usage, new services discovered, and more. We analyze these logs and alert you so you don’t have 
to decide what is important to act upon. Your ingress and egress points are covered because we integrate this into the 
overall knowledge picture.

CONSTANT - ATTACK DESTINATIONS

We see very similar patterns in both 2019 and 2020 with regards to attacks – brute force attacks against the most common 
ports (SSH, RDP, Telnet) and application attacks on HTTP and SSL.

The attack levels below the SSH, RDP, and Telnet ports drop off significantly. Services that are starting to appear (though 
not yet in enough numbers to make the top 10) are ports: 

• 5555 (Android Debug Bridge, or adb)
• 7547 (common router RPC port)
• 37777 (popular with IP cameras and DVRs).

As more and more home IoT device types become popular, expect the number of attacked ports to increase. Are you 
equipped to deal with all of those attack surfaces as new device types (and associated exploits) start to appear?

TOP DESTINATION PORTS
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CONSTANT - APPLICATION ATTACKS

We see very similar patterns in both 2019 and 2020 with regards to application attacks.

Although the number of attacks has increased by 12%, the number of incidents created 
has actually dropped as better vulnerability detection and remediation steps have 
successfully thwarted many of them. Presumably, customers have also improved their 
own processes to provide better code remediation early in the development cycle using 
analytical tools as part of an AppSecOps or DevSecOps process.

80% of Internet data is encrypted but can’t be analyzed by traditional network tools – you can’t manage what you can’t 
see. Many customers haven’t replaced older encryption with TLS 1.3 or Diffie-Hellman (which may violate compliance 
requirements).
.

Many thousands of programmers have been enabled because of the “Learn to Code” push we’ve seen over the last 
decade. However, in looking at the OWASP top 10 (2017 is the latest), it’s apparent that secure coding practices haven’t 
been a focus (we see poor coding practices such as lack of PREPARE statements that were known over 30 years ago 
resurfacing). As a result, many of the applications that are being produced are highly vulnerable.
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OWASP TOP 10 - 2017

A1  -  INJECTION

A2  -  BROKEN AUTHENTICATION

A3  -  SENSITIVE DATA EXPOSURE

A4  -  XML EXTERNAL ENTITIES (XXE)

A5  -  BROKEN ACCESS CONTROL

A6  -  SECURITY MISCONFIGURATION

A7  -  CROSS-SITE SCRIPTING (XSS)

A8  -  INSECURE DESERIALIZATION

A9  -  USING COMPONENTS WITH KNOWN VULNERABILITIES

A10  -  INSUFFICIENT LOGGING AND MONITORING
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CHANGE - CONTAINER ATTACKS

Container adoption is skyrocketing, growing year-over-year, but largely is still confined to Dev and Test use cases. Lack 
of container security is increasingly a major concern and is a major blocker to container deployment outside of those 
environments.

The current approaches have been targeted at process monitoring, vulnerability management, and configuration 
management. These are great steps, but security teams still have little or no ability to inspect the network traffic that 
targets containers. This enables suspicious activity within your container environments to go undetected and leaves you 
susceptible to a container or (worse) a base host compromise.

Alert Logic takes a comprehensive approach which gives you complete view of your container environment by collecting 
and analyzing network traffic from the base host and the network traffic to, from, and between containers. You get better 
visibility, consistency of management across multiple platforms and portability--ensuring that you can manage your 
containers across platforms, in hybrid environments, and on-premises.

CHANGE - GEOPOLITICAL ATTACKS

In 2019, the US government put intense pressure on US technology 
providers and the Chinese company Huawei, mostly because 
of the ties between Huawei and the Chinese Communist Party 
(CCP). COVID-19 has intensified the trade/tariff war between the 
superpowers as the popular push to bring manufacturing back to 
the US accelerates. There is also continuing talk of fracturing among 
international organizations like the UN and EU, and an ongoing tech-
driven arms race among nations that are economic competitors. 

As countries like Russia experiment with country-only internet (like 
China and Iran already do) governments control every citizen’s 
access to the global Internet. Barriers like these throttle international 
cooperation on cybersecurity. Who does that benefit? Only the bad 
actors.

What we’ve seen to corroborate this is that in early 2019, China was 
consistently in 5th place of top 10 countries of attack origin. Over the same period in 2020, China has moved to 2nd place.

ATTACKS BY COUNTRY

United States China Germany
Netherlands France Czechia
Russia United Kingdom Russian Federation
India Italy All Other
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The numbers above are across all Alert Logic customers. We see some very different results when we examine customers 
within specific verticals – the attack origins vary dramatically depending on whether the goal is monetary or theft of 
intellectual property. For example, in Finance/Banking customers (the goal being financial), the attack origins move heavily 
to the US and in-country. When IP theft is the goal, the data looks more similar to the chart above. We continue to examine 
other verticals to measure these trends.

Ultimately, the geopolitical factors are fluid. We have the tools and the expertise. 

ALERT LOGIC IS WATCHING, SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO.
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YOUR BEST PATH FORWARD
NO LEVEL OF INVESTMENT STOPS 100% OF ATTACKS.

“Effective cybersecurity requires a combination of tools and human experts. Tools alone often result in 
too many false positives or false negatives. Organizations should use tools and automation to cast a 
net as wide as possible to detect suspicious and malicious activity, and then escalate a fraction of the 
correlated suspicious activities as security incidents to human security professionals to analyze the threat 
and prioritize the actions to address it.” – Rohit Dhamankar, VP of Threat Intelligence at Alert Logic

A lot goes into identifying actual threats. Along with monitoring and analysis, Alert Logic has a threat 
research team that works to identify the existence of vulnerabilities before they are in widespread use. 
Our goal is to work out such a large scope of the different potential malicious things that an attacker 
could do, so our customers will already have protection in place.

A big component of effective security is managing risk. Risk is composed of three basic elements: The 
threat, the vulnerability, and the likelihood of attack. From the Alert Logic perspective, we help our 
customers reduce their attack surface and eliminate as many vulnerabilities as they can. The focus then 
shifts to the actual threat and its remediation. Alert Logic uses that data to analyze and help the customer 
remediate the things that they’re being currently hit with right now.

In the end, that’s how we stop attackers in their tracks and cover you across the spectrum of LoB to RoB. 
With Alert Logic, customers get the advantage of the knowledge we have accumulated over 20 years 
across 4,000 customers plus the expertise of over 150 SOC analysts the day they deploy. That means no 
more waiting weeks or longer for a meaningful knowledge base to be built up.

“With Alert Logic, we save time by only having the curated security issues thrown our way and being able 
to focus on what’s important to our business… delivering the best product as fast as possible” – CIO, 
FinTech Customer

The reality is that attackers continue moving faster than security can cope. We’ve provided statistics 
in this report to bear this out. You need Alert Logic to be your trusted partner to help maximize your 
defenses in an ever-changing landscape of attacks. 

Alert Logic provides all of this in a way that a customer simply cannot replicate on their own. 


